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Abstract
Vowel opening and spectral emphasis are investigated as

possible acoustic correlates of secondary stress in Brazilian Por-
tuguese. F1 and energy difference between frequency bands
were measured for vowel /a/ in five- and six-syllable stress
groups. Results forF1 indicate greater opening for vowels in
initial and stressed positions. As for the spectral feature, rela-
tive emphasis in bandsB2 (0.5 to 1 kHz) andB4 (2 to 4 kHz)
has some relevance to phrase stress signaling, but not to sec-
ondary stress if it is to be equated to binary alternations.

1. Introduction
Most experimental work done in Brazilian Portuguese (hence-
forth BP) gives little support to the idea that binary alternation
is at the core of secondary stress (henceforth SS) attribution
rule (see the bibliography in [1] and [2] for references about
SS theoretical and experimental accounts). Evidence gathered
by the the authors of the present paper in earlier works [1][2]
suggest that at least for read speech, SS in BP may be better
described as an initial prominence signaled by gradient length-
ening of a stress group’s first V-to-V unit (a V-to-V unit com-
prises segments between two consecutive vowel onsets. It has
been established [3] that V-to-V durations is the main acoustic
correlate of stress in the phrasal domain in BP) and also by a
high tone (H*) the first syllable of the stress group’s first con-
tent word. Duration data seems to be well accounted for by a
coupled oscillator-based speech rhythm model [3].

In order to further refine the phonetic description of SS in
BP we set out to investigate the role of not so commonly studied
acoustic correlates of stress in speech production, namely vo-
calic quality and spectral emphasis. Although duration andf0

failed to support the traditional intuition about SS placement be-
ing binary in nature, both vowel reduction and spectral empha-
sis can be applied independently from duration andf0. So there
is the possibility that the alleged binarity could be anchored in
the presence of reduced vowels along the chain of prestressed
vowels in polysyllabic words. The binarity effect could also
be caused by some prestressed vowels being uttered with more
vocal effort than others. There is also the possibility that vowel
reduction and spectral emphasis fall in a gradient pattern similar
to what has been found for duration.

There are just a few broadly acknowledged studies inves-
tigating the role of spectral emphasis as an acoustic correlate
of stress and accentuation, specially in what concerns Romance
languages. For the most part, existent work tends to limit its
focus to the role spectral emphasis might play in distinguishing
stress and accent. Therefore, it seems worthwhile gathering ex-
perimental data that may help to: (i) access the relevance that
spectral emphasis might have in the description and modeling
of prosodic phenomena in Romance languages; (ii) broaden the

range of prosodic phenomena that can be investigated through
spectral emphasis analysis and (iii) improve and sharpen the de-
scription of SS in BP.

2. Methodology

The corpus we have been using to study SS in BP is composed
of carrier sentences where a target word is embedded. The car-
rier sentences have the following structure:

“A target-word [∅|rude|rural |budista|bicolor ] parece
menor”

Phrase stress falls on the target word’s lexically stressed
syllable when there is no modifier and shifts to the modifier’s
stressed syllable (printed in boldface) when it is present. This
manipulation creates four levels of distance between the target’s
stressed syllable and the one bearing phrasal stress — zero when
both coincide, 2 (rude), 3 (rural and budista) and 4 syllables
(bicolor). This independent variable will be referred to as DIS-
TANCE from now on. The greater the DISTANCE factor, the
longer the chain of phrasally unstressed syllables, making it eas-
ier for the alleged binary tendencies to manifest itself. A naive
male speaker of the southeastern BP variety read ten repetitions
of each carrier sentence in a sound-attenuated booth.

From a total of 17 target words the present paper will only
focus on two of them:patarata and jaratacaca (lexical stress
in boldface, alleged secondary stress underlined). The first
word has four syllables and the second has five syllables. Both
vowel reduction and spectral emphasis will be measured for
each vowel in the selected target words plus the definite arti-
cle “a” which starts the stress group. Each syllable is a level of
the independent variable POSITION.

Acoustic analysis were carried out using Praat.

2.1. Vowel Reduction

LPC analysis was used to extract formant values. FFT spec-
trums were extracted in the vicinity of the duration midpoint of
the vowels in the target words and then plotted against the LPC
spectrum obtained at the same point to check the goodness of
fit. The LPC spectrum was recalculated with a different filter
order until a satisfactory fit was achieved. The procedure was
manually repeated for nearly 400 individual vowels. Although
time costly, this methodology, inspired by [4], was used in order
to prevent possible spurious values generated by unsupervised
automatic analysis.

Because we are interested in vowel reduction, onlyF1,
generally accepted as a reliable acoustical correlate of jaw
height [5], was analyzed here.
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2.2. Spectral Emphasis

Spectral emphasis was extracted following the methodology
outlined in [6], one of the most cited sources in the literature
on the subject. In that paper, the authors have chosen words and
pseudowords with the vowel /a/ in their syllable nuclei and this
decision affected the details of the spectral emphasis extraction.
The choice of target words from our own corpus was influenced
by theirs.

In [6] the choice for the vowel /a/ is justified by the possi-
bility of isolating f0, F1, F2 andF3 + F4 in four contiguous
non-overlapping frequency bands so that it becomes possible to
single out what formant or group of formants receives emphasis
in each different circumstance. The four frequency bands de-
fined in [6] are: B1:0 to 0.5 kHz, B2: 0.5 to 1 kHz, B3: 1 to 2
kHz and B4:2 to 4 kHz.

A Praat query function that calculates energy differences
between user-defined frequency bands was employed to obtain
a measure of spectral emphasis out of the FFT spectrums gen-
erated for the formant analysis described above. Differences
were calculated between each two consecutive bands in the set
of four bands defined above. B2–1, B3–2 and B4–3 will be used
to refer respectively to the difference (expressed in dB) between
B2 and B1, B3 and B2 and, finally, B4 and B3.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

F1 values and energy difference between bands were the depen-
dent variables in separate two-way Anovas having DISTANCE
(with four levels) and POSITION as independent variables. PO-
SITION has five levels when the target word ispatarata (the
definite article “a” plus the noun’s four syllables) and six levels
when the word isjaratacaca (the definite article “a” plus the
noun’s five syllables). When multiple comparisons where nec-
essary, p-values were corrected using the Bonferroni method. A
5%α level was fixed for all the tests. R statistical environment
(v. 2.6.0) was used for all statistical analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Vowel Reduction

Figure 1 shows meanF1 value for vowel /a/ in the four syllables
of the target wordpatarata.

POSITION (F (4, 210) = 219, p < 10−16) and DIS-
TANCE (F (4, 210) = 3.1, p < 0.02) factors yielded signif-
icance, but not their interaction. Pairwise comparisons shows
that all position means differ from each other (p < 10−3 or
less), except for syllables “pa” and “ra”. No significant differ-
ence between levels emerged for the DISTANCE factor in the
pairwise comparisons.

Figure 2 shows meanF1 value for vowel /a/ in the five syl-
lables of the target wordjaratacaca.

POSITION(F (5, 232) = 148.3, p < 10−16) and DIS-
TANCE ((F (4, 193) = 4.4, p < 0.002)) factors yielded sig-
nificance, but not their interaction. Pairwise comparisonsshows
that all position means differ from each other (p < 10−5 or less)
except for the definite article when compared to noun syllable
“ta”. No significant difference between levels emerged for the
DISTANCE factor in the pairwise comparisons.

Five−syllable stress group [A patarata]
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Figure 1: MeanF1 value for vowel/a/ in each syllable in the
stress group. Whiskers indicate 95% confidence interval around
the mean.

3.2. Spectral Emphasis

3.2.1. Five-syllable stress group

Figure 3 shows mean energy difference (in dB) between fre-
quency bands for vowel /a/ in the five syllables of the stress
group [A patarata]. Statistical analysis won’t be discussed for
band B3-2 because that band showed no prosodically meaning-
ful pattern. Values for that band will be omitted in the figureas
well.

B2–1: POSITION(F (4, 171) = 70, p < 10−16) is the
only factor yielding significance. Pairwise comparisons shows
that the means for the definite article and the post-stressedsyl-
lable differ significantly (p < 10−5 or less in all cases) from all
others. The pre-stressed and the stressed syllable do not differ.

B4–3: POSITION(F (4, 210) = 57.7, p < 10−16) is the
only factor yielding significance. Pairwise comparisons shows
that means for pre-stressed “ta” and post-stressed “ta” don’t dif-
fer significantly as well as means for article “a” and “pa”. All
other comparisons yield significance (p < 10−6 or less).

3.2.2. Six-syllable target word

Figure 4 shows mean energy difference (in dB) between fre-
quency bands for vowel /a/ in the five syllables of the stress
group[A jaratacaca]. Statistical analysis won’t be discussed for
band B3-2 because that band showed no prosodically meaning-
ful pattern. Values for that band will be omitted in the figureas
well.

B2–1: POSITION(F (5, 232) = 93.8, p < 10−16) and
DISTANCE(F (4, 193) = 2.6, p < 0.005) factors yielded sig-
nificance, but not their interaction. Pairwise comparisonsshows
that all means differ from the others (p < 0.003 or less), except
for syllable “ra” compared to “ta” as well as “ta” compared to
stressed “ca”. No significant difference between levels emerged
for the DISTANCE factor in the pairwise comparisons.

B4–3: POSITION(F (5, 232) = 48.5, p < 10−16 is the
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Six−syllable stress group [A jaratacaca]
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Figure 2: MeanF1 value for vowel/a/in each syllable in the
stress group. Whiskers indicate 95% confidence interval around
the mean.

only factor yielding significance. Interaction between POSI-
TION and DISTANCE is marginally significant(F (20, 232) =
1.5, p = 0.07). Pairwise comparisons shows significance for
every pair of means (p < 0.005 or less), except for definite ar-
ticle “a” compared to post-stressed syllable “ca”, syllable “ja”
compared to “ra” and stressed “ca” compared to post-stressed
“ca”.

4. Discussion
Results concerningF1 data indicate prosodically-driven gradi-
ence in vowel opening. Data from of the stress groups con-
taining the target wordpataratasuggest the first syllable in the
stress group (the definite article “a”) receives relative promi-
nence indicated by an open vowel articulation that wears offin
the two subsequent vowels, corresponding to the noun’s pre-
stressed syllables. A relative opening takes place in the stressed
vowel of stressed syllable “ra” and then a huge fall in open-
ing follows as expected in the post-stressed vowel. The ob-
served result could be interpreted under the assumption that
the noun’s first two syllables,pa and ta, are being parsed as
an iambic binary metrical foot. This explanation, however,
would leave unaccounted the significant openness observed in
the stress group’s first syllable which would not be left out un-
parsed according to one of the algorithms proposed in the liter-
ature [7].

The data from the analysis of the stress groups containing
the target wordjaratacacacan also be interpreted as a case of
initial prominence signaled by a relative vowel opening in the
stress group’s first syllable. But unlike the case discussedin the
previous paragraph, the relative openness wears off promptly
so that a drop exceeding 100 Hz inF1 is observed in the next
syllable’s vowel. A continuous opening movement then starts
and peaks at the noun’s stressed syllable. These data leavesno
room for an interpretation based on binary tree parsing, since
there is an steady opening among the noun’s syllable.

Five−syllable stress group [A patarata]
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Figure 3:Mean energy difference between frequency bands for
vowel/a/ in each syllable in the stress group. Whiskers indicate
95% confidence interval around the mean.

The kind of culminative gradience exhibited byF1 here can
be compared to V-to-V duration patterns observed in our earlier
works [1][2]. The resemblance is no surprise, since acoustic
duration for vowel segments can be regarded at least in part as
a byproduct of jaw excursion. This special relation between
articulation and timing patterns is interesting from the model-
ing point of view because if a model is able to correctly predict
duration patterns (as the one taken as reference here [3]) itis
also capable of drawing inferences about the openness of vo-
calic segments.

F1 results may also be pointing to a more general phe-
nomenon of vowel space enlargement. In order to further in-
vestigate this possibility the front–back dimension should also
be taken in consideration (throughF2 measures). Also high and
mid vowels should be included in this study.

Spectral emphasis results are also different for the two
target words. For stress groups containing the target word
patarata, B2–1 seems to draw a line separating the noun’s post-
stressed syllable and the definite article from the other vowels
as in a figure-ground pattern that enhances the pre-stressedand
stressed syllables (the figure) against a less prominent ground.
B4–3, on the other hand, shows the unfolding of a culminative
phrasal stress that peaks at the noun’s lexically stressed syllable.
It means that the vowel spectrum gradually becomes less steep
(more energy is present aroundF3–F4 region) under the influ-
ence of the upcoming stressed syllable, be it phrasally stressed
or not. B3–2 has no apparent prosodically motivated variation.

When it comes to the stress groups containing the target
word jaratacaca, B2–1 jointly plays the part of distinguishing
the post-stressed vowel from the others and at the same time
also reflecting the unfolding of the phrasal stress. It seemsthat
a gradual energy boost aroundF1 can grant the stressed sylla-
ble more prominence. The other band differences have no easy
explanation, except that for B4–3 the noun’s first two syllables
seem to receive some kind of prominence when compared to
the other positions. An initial prominence pattern, the stress
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Six−syllable stress group [A jaratacaca]
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Figure 4:Mean energy difference between frequency bands for
vowel/a/ in each syllable in the stress group. Whiskers indicate
95% confidence interval around the mean.

group’s first syllable excluded, is at odds with the smoothlyin-
creasing behavior of B2–1, the relatively lowF1 values for the
noun’s first two syllables and also with the behavior of B4–3 in
patarata.

The present study is a preliminary work and no strong state-
ments can be drawn about the role of spectral emphasis in SS
or prosody in general based on the results presented here. It
is possible to say, though, that both vowel opening and spec-
tral emphasis variation seem to be following the same culmi-
native pattern observed for acoustic duration, what bringsmore
evidence to support the reference model of speech rhythm we
adopt [3]. Additional work must be done to determine more
accurately if the frequency bands that receive more emphasis
change when the word is in or out of focus, for instance. Some
initial observations of spectral emphasis measures taken from a
corpus of radio broadcasted speech seem to point to an influ-
ence of focus in spectral emphasis. In a sentence taken from
this corpus (“aquilo que eles estão carecas de saber fazer”) the
wordcarecas(stressed syllable in boldface) receives narrow fo-
cus that surfaces as an early pitch accent in the prestressedsyl-
lable. Spectral analysis measures taken from the stressed and
prestressed vowels ofcarecasin this single case show that in the
focus situation both vowels have an even much less steep spec-
trum than those seen in the corpus analyzed here (see figure 5).
Although this is a single case analysis, it is interesting tonotice
how the presence of focus narrows down band energy differ-
ences which may be seen as an indication of less steep spectral
damping. A less steep vowel spectrum in focused syllables in
comparison to non-focused ones were found by [6] even though
they only looked at read speech. The most striking feature in
figure 5 is that B4–3 value in the stressed syllable position is
even higher than B2–1 is, indicating a sizeable amount of em-
phasis in the high frequency domain for vowels in focused sylla-
bles. B2–1 can be said to have a similar pattern as that found for
the target wordpatarata, i.e., higher values in pre-stressed and
stressed syllables and a lower one in the post-stressed. In this
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Figure 5:Energy difference between frequency bands for vowel
/a/ in each syllable of “carecas”.

single word, B3-2, as in the other cases discussed earlier, also
doesn’t seem to be of much use as far as prosody is concerned.
More complete studies are necessary to corroborate these initial
observations, though.
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